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In its recent decision in Grecian Magnesite, the U.S. Tax Court rejected Revenue Ruling 91-32, holding that a foreign partner is not subject to U.S. tax on a sale or redemption partnership engaged in a U.S. trade or business. The panelists successfully tried this case and will present their views on its significance.
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A Few Key Code Rules

- §864(c) -- source is key to ECI test
  - U.S.-source FDAP and capital gains ECI if certain additional requirements satisfied
  - Foreign-source income rarely ECI
- §865(a) – default rule
  - Source generally based on residence
- §865(e)(2) – U.S. office rule
  - Sale/redemption gain U.S. source if “attributable” to U.S. office
- §864(e)(3) – to determine if such sale attributable, apply “principles” of §864(c)(5)
- §865(c)(5) – provides guidance on attributable requirement for a similar U.S. office rule for FSI under §864(c)(5)
Revenue Ruling 91-32

- Foreign partner in ETBUS partnership sells partnership interest
- Sales gain taxed to extent attributable to “ECI assets”
- Ruling purports to rely on U.S. office rule
- Cites appropriate authority for attribution of partnership’s U.S. office to foreign partner
- Little or no explanation of how gain attributable to such office
  - Vague reliance on aggregate approach
Grecian Magnesite Mining ("GMM")

- GMM, a Greek corporation, which operated in Greece, acquired a 15% interest in Premier Chemicals LLC, a tax partnership.
- Premier’s assets included U.S. RPI and other assets used in a U.S. trade or business of extracting, producing and distributing magnesite which it mines or extracts in the U.S.
- Premier redeemed GMM’s interest at a gain, made payments in 2008 and 2009.
- GMM did not include any redemption gain as income in its 2008 U.S. tax return and did not file for 2009; IRS audited and asserted gain was U.S. source ECI and is taxable.
- Parties agreed that gain attributable to the U.S. real estate was taxable.
Key Issues

- Aggregate vs. entity
- Source of capital gain
  - U.S. office rule of §865(e)(2)
- Additional ECI Requirements (for FDAP, capital gain)
  - Asset use test
  - Business activities test
- Penalties; reasonable cause defense
GMM Argument for Entity Treatment Under §741

- Partnership interest a distinct, indivisible asset
  - §741 and pre-1954 cases forbid look-through, *e.g.*, 
    - Pollack v. Commissioner, 69 T.C. 142 (1977), rejecting taxpayer’s attempt to claim ordinary loss; partnership interest a capital asset without regard to underlying assets
    - Lehman v. Commissioner, 7 T.C. 1088 (1946), rejecting IRS’s attempt to measure HP for partnership interest by reference to partnership’s HP in underlying assets
  - Subject to exceptions, *e.g.*, 
    - §897(g) for U.S.RPIs
    - §751, perhaps
IRS Argument For Aggregate Treatment Under §741

- Subchapter K mixes aggregate and entity approaches
- Where another provision, such as §865, applies in partnership context, must consider intention and purpose of such provision in determining aggregate vs. entity
  - Cites numerous aggregate vs. entity cases where court considered intent and purpose of other Code provisions
- §741 only governs character
- Inconsistent to say §741 treats as indivisible capital asset, in light of exceptions under §§751 and 897(g)
Tax Court View on §741

- No conflict between aggregate approach under §897(g) and entity approach under §741
  - It’s very simple: general rule with exceptions
- §741 refers to “a” capital “asset” – singular
- §897(g) would be superfluous if §741 did not prescribe entity treatment
- §731 refers to gain or loss from sale of “the partnership interest”
- Not persuaded to reconsider Pollack
Focus on §736(b)(1)

- IRS: must look to purpose of applicable Code rules
  - Even if §741 generally adopts entity approach, must defer to §736(b)(1)
- IRS inferred aggregate approach from §736(b)(1) application to payments “determined … to be made in exchange for the interest of such partner in partnership property”
- GMM argued that §736(b)(1) treats payments to which such provision applies as distributions by the partnership; per §731(a) distribution in excess of basis treated as gain “from the sale or exchange of the partnership interest”; so after brief “pit stop” back to §741
- Tax Court agreed with GMM: §736(b)(1) the beginning not the end of the analysis; it directs us to §§731(a) and 741, which prescribe entity treatment
  - “We see no reason to abandon that conclusion, return to section 736(b)(1), and halt at the phrase that most nearly coincides with the Commissioner’s position.”
IRS Argument on Policy/Intention of §865

- §865(i)(5), generally providing that §865 applies at partner level
- §875(1), attributing partnership’s ETBUS status to partner
- Purpose of §865
  - Pre-1986 abuse of title-passage rule
- §897(g): §865 should be interpreted consistently with FIRPTA, which has a look through rule and was enacted just six years earlier

- Tax Court not persuaded: no look-through
Tax Court Rebuke of Rev. Rul. 91-32

- Criticizes the ruling
  - “lacks power to persuade”
  - Treatment of applicable partnership provisions “cursory in the extreme”
  - Sub K analysis essentially begins and ends with observation that Sub K is a blend of aggregate and entity treatment
  - Does not address or analyze when U.S. office a material factor in production of income
  - Makes no mention of ordinary course requirement
- No deference whatsoever
GMM Position on §865

- §865(a) default rule applies, unless §865(e)(2)
- §865(e)(2) requires sale to be attributable to U.S. office
- §865(e)(3) requires application of the principles of §864(c)(5)
  - Per §864(c)(5)(B), attributable requirement met if U.S. office
    - A material factor in realization of the income
      - Per Treas. Reg. sec. 1.864-6(b)(2)(i), in particular, focus is on activities in connection with realization; creation of value in U.S. not sufficient. (See next page.)
      - Test not met, as GMM’s activities in sale transaction all in Greece
    - regularly carries on activities of the type from which such income, gain, or loss is derived – interpreted by the regulations as requiring the income to be realized in the ordinary course of the trade or business carried on through U.S. office
      - Not met, as redemption was an extraordinary transaction; business conducted through U.S. office did not include trading partnership interests in Premier
      - IRS bound by ordinary course formulation in the regulations
More on Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.864-6(b)(2)(i)

- An office or other fixed place of business in the United States shall not be considered to be a material factor in the realization of income, gain, or loss for purposes of this subdivision merely because the office or other fixed place of business … develops, creates, produces, or acquires and adds substantial value to, the property which is licensed, or sold, or exchanged …. (Emphasis added).”

- “Example (1). F, a foreign corporation, is engaged in the active conduct of the business of licensing patents which it has either purchased or developed in the United States. F has a business office in the United States. Licenses for the use of such patents outside the United States are negotiated by offices of F located outside the United States, subject to approval by an officer of such corporation located in the U.S. office. All services which are rendered to F's foreign licenses are performed by employees of F's offices located outside the United States. None of the income, gain, or loss resulting from the foreign licenses so negotiated by F is attributable to its business office in the United States.”
IRS Position on §865

- Cannot focus solely on redemption transaction
- Material factor
  - Activities of U.S. office created value realized by GMM; thus an “essential economic element” in realization, under Treas. Reg. sec. 1.864-6(b)(1)
  - Should disregard Treas. Reg. sec. 1.864-6(b)(2)(i)
    - Not directly on point
    - Apply to certain other intangible income, but not gains from dispositions of a partnership interest
- Ordinary course
  - U.S. office regularly engaged in activities that gave rise to the gain realized on the redemption
  - Redemption not an isolated transaction, had other transactions, e.g., admission of a new member, redemption of other partner prior to redemption of GMM
Tax Court Conclusion on §865

- Cannot dismiss Treas. Reg. sec. 1.864-6(b)(2)(i)
  - §864(c)(3) directs us to apply principles of §864(c)(5)(B) and regs thereunder
  - Cannot dismiss provisions that are not directly on point, as set of provisions directly on point is an empty set
- Agreed with GMM that the principle derived from regs is that creation of underlying value a distinct function from being material factor in realization in specific transaction
- Material factor requirement not met, as all GMM activities in connection with redemption carried out in Greece
- Ordinary course requirement not met, as extraordinary transaction and Premier not in business of buying and selling interests in itself
Tax Court Conclusion on ECI Issue

- U.S. office rule does not apply
- Redemption gain foreign-source
  - Not a situation where foreign-source income can be ECI, under §864(c)(4)
- Redemption gain not ECI
- Tax Court did not need to address whether additional requirements for ECI classification under §864(c)(2) met
Penalty Issue

- **GMM argued**
  - Reasonable cause; reliance on tax advisor
    - Specifically advised GMM no need to file for 2009
    - Had all information; missed FIRPTA issue
    - Preparer had prepared returns for 40 years, and prepared pre-redemption returns without incident; held himself out as qualified; GMM had no reason to think otherwise

- **IRS argued**
  - Reliance on return preparer not in good faith
  - GMM should have investigated return preparer’s background and qualifications
  - GMM should have hired expert in international tax or preparer with LLM degree.

- **Tax Court disagreed**
  - Questions whether GMM would even have known how to investigate preparer’s background and qualifications
  - Additional qualifications sought by IRS not the standard; preparer’s credentials sufficient to justify GMM’s reliance
Will Grecian Hold Up?

- **Appeal**
  - Will IRS appeal?
  - If so, to which Court of Appeals?

- **Codification**
  - Makes a great pay-for!
  - *See* Senate bills!

- **Regulations**
  - If so, what kind?
    - Adopting aggregate approach?
    - Looser requirements for attribution under §865(e)(2)?
  - Validity Issues
Caveats

- No help on FIRPTA
- “Hot asset” issues under §751
  - Is §751 a look-through rule?
- Partnership anti-abuse rule
  - Applies “if a partnership is formed or availed of in connection with a transaction a principal purpose of which is to reduce substantially the present value of the partners' aggregate federal tax liability in a manner that is inconsistent with the intent of subchapter K....”
Other Implications

- Time for refund claims?
  - Careful of wait and see: consider statutes of limitations!
  - Loss of FTCs at home if fail to seek refund?

- Eliminate U.S. blockers from inbound “playbook” for non-FIRPTA?
  - Foreign individuals must consider U.S. estate tax exposure and personal filing obligations
  - Foreign corporations (particularly with no treaty protection) will need to consider BPT
  - Can income interest be separated from interest in proceeds?

- Expect challenges to other international regulations?

- Cross-border estate and gift tax implications?